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Teaser

The idea of the ‘Maker’ is intended to remind that art should never remain passive or only react to
societal developments, but rather aiming at pro-actively shaping and promoting these
developments. Moreover, art should do this in a way that still acknowledges and respects the idea
of   freedom and the autonomy of art. There are neither easy nor unambiguous answers to the
question of how and by what specific measures artists (can) live up to this responsibility. But there
are issues that are increasingly gaining in importance in the Music Higher Education Institutions’
(HEIs’) everyday life.

The AEC Congress 2021 addressed some of these issues offering the usual mix of workshops,
discussion forums, best practice presentations, panels and plenaries to further investigate the
question of how to concretise the intention of strengthening the role of the artist as a maker in
society and how to implement and to embed it into the day-to-day work of Music HEIs. In terms
of content, this included among other topics: diversity, interdisciplinarity, power relations,
reaching out to new audiences, innovative forms of presenting and disseminating music,
digitisation.

However, in terms of format, the 48th AEC Annual Congress and General Assembly broke new
ground. Since AEC was forced to hold its 2020 Congress exclusively online due to the pandemic,
in 2021 250 participants were able to travel and finally meet again in the real world and to enjoy in-
person networking as in the old times. We did not put aside, however, the experience and know-
how acquired in performing online events: the AEC Annual Congress and General Assembly 2021
was therefore the first and probably not the last hybrid annual congress in the history of the AEC,
with purely in-presence sessions, purely online sessions and sessions taking place physically at the
Royal Conservatoire in Antwerp and streamed online for both onsite and online audiences.

But Music HEIs are and will continue to be also in charge of keeping traditions alive and of
protecting and nurturing the cultural heritage which means to keep on finding answers to some
‘old’ questions, such as on our understanding of artistic quality and excellence, on the recruitment
and promotion of young talents, and on the question whether and how curricula and study courses
are adequately preparing their students to meet the needs of an ever-changing labour market.

Watch the AEC Annual Congress and
General Assembly 2021 Video Teaser

The title of the AEC Congress and GA 2021 - Building Bridges: Artists as Makers in Society  is
related to the EU-funded project AEC – Strengthening Music in Society (SMS) whose final
outputs were presented at this congress. The motto Artists as Makers in Society underlines the
responsibility that each individual artist, as well as institutions for professional artistic training have
towards the society as a whole and for the well-being of individuals and communities now and in
the future.

AEC Annual Congress and General Assembly 2021 4

AEC Annual Congress and
General Assembly 2021

https://youtu.be/untgv8JShCg
https://youtu.be/untgv8JShCg
https://aec-music.eu/project/aec-sms-2017-2021-creative-europe-network/


The 48th AEC Annual Congress and General Assembly 2021 took place at the Royal Conservatoire
in Antwerp, Belgium (RCA) and online on 3-6 November 2021 under the title “Building Bridges:
Artist as Makers in Society”.

This year’s edition was the first AEC Annual Congress and General Assembly organised in a
hybrid format with both online and in-person participants. About 250 participants came to
Antwerp while about 120 joined remotely, taking part in purely in-presence sessions, purely online
sessions, and hybrid sessions held physically at the Royal Conservatoire in Antwerp and streamed
for the online audiences.

Over the course of 3 days, over 100 speakers contributed to 30 sessions. The programme offered
the usual mix of workshops, discussion forums, best practice presentations, panels, and plenaries.

AEC would like to warmly thank everyone who made the AEC Congress and General Assembly
2021 possible, in particular the hosting institution in Antwerp, the SMS working group members,
the office staff members, and speakers, but also the whole AEC community for the support and
important contributions to the development of the HMEI sector. 

AEC Annual Congress and
General Assembly 2021

Introduction

Eirik Birkeland (Norwegian Academy of Music, Oslo) - AEC President

Deborah Kelleher (Royal Irish Academy of Music, Dublin)

Harrie van den Elsen (Prins Claus Conservatorium Groningen)

Lucia di Cecca (Conservatorio di Musica L. Refice, Frosinone)

Jeffrey Sharkey (Royal Conservatoire of Scotland, Glasgow)

Miranda Harmer  (Student representative)

Helena Gaunt (SMS project representative)

Stefan Gies (AEC Chief Executive)

Sara Primiterra (AEC Events Manager)

Stefaan De Ruyck (Dean of RCA)

Inge Simoens (Head of Classical Music RCA)

Ilse Muysers (Coordinator of Production and Artistic Planning of RCA)

Lies Colman (Artistic director of Educational Music Programmes &

member of the artistic board of the Classical Music programme. RCA)

Congress committee: 

Watch the AEC Annual
Congress and General Assembly
2021 Aftermovie
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https://youtu.be/YQMqQ8eZ2-4
https://youtu.be/YQMqQ8eZ2-4


Silke Kruse-Weber (University of Performing Arts Graz) presented this artistic documentary about
instrumental and vocal teachers who empathize and adapt themselves to any given situation and
who need to be creative, communicative and flexible—like a chameleon. The film offers a behind-
the-scenes look at music-making with a focus on diversity, inclusion and identity in instrumental
and vocal pedagogy. Chameleons is a film about the power of music, about the value of
educational work, and at the same time a plea for freedom in artistic expression that encourages
you to explore your own musicality. After the online projection in Spatial Chat, the participants had
the opportunity to participate in a Q&A session with Silke.

More info about the film can be found on the dedicated website. 

Chameleons: an artistic documentary about teaching

and learning instrumental and vocal music (Online

Screening)

Presented by Silke Kruse-Weber

Welcome to Online Newcomers (student and staff)

AEC office and Council member introduced the AEC to new
participants joining the Congress online.

AEC Annual Congress and General Assembly 2021

Wednesday 3
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Watch the documentary

https://www.chamaeleons-film.at/
https://www.chamaeleons-film.at/
https://www.chamaeleons-film.at/
https://www.chamaeleons-film.at/
https://youtu.be/SU9iQ69i2_Y
https://youtu.be/SU9iQ69i2_Y


AEC Annual Congress and General Assembly 2021

MusiQuE is an external evaluation body dedicated to the continuous improvement of the
quality of higher music education across Europe and beyond and to assisting higher music
education institutions in their own enhancement of quality. 

In this Pre-Congress workshop, MusiQuE offered elements of training and professional
development to potential and confirmed MusiQuE peer reviewers: representatives of higher
music education institutions, students in higher music education and representatives of music
schools. The workshop was also intended for representatives of organisations from the music
profession - experienced or not - interested in becoming peer reviewers for MusiQuE in the
future or in reflecting on their experience and practice as peer reviewers, or with a general
interest in quality assurance and accreditation in conservatoires.

MusiQuE Pre-Congress Workshop
(In presence)

Detailed information about MusiQuE and the workshop can
be found at MusiQuE's website.

Pre-Congress Workshop 
Wednesday 3 &Thursday 4 November
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After 3 years of work, the SWING project presented its results at the AEC Congress 2021 in a hybrid
session. The online and in-presence attendants could learn more about the set of technical tools for
long distance learning and performing with low latency, centered around the LoLa system, the "how
to" guides to help using this technology and the experiences of many students and teachers who
worked in "remote mobility" during their regular academic year. Moreover, the participants could
experience a live demonstration of a SWING real teaching session: MDW in Vienna, teaching to Tartini
in Trieste and to AG in Ljublijana. Participants were able to ask questions and interact with students
and teachers and discuss ideas for future activities.

AEC Annual Congress and General Assembly 2021

SWING - a project to blend technology, innovative

teaching methods and enhanced collaboration, tailoring

technical development upon students and teachers

needs and input. (Hybrid)
Claudio Allocchio, GARR

EOALAB (European Opera Academy LAB) is an Erasmus+ partnership between seven European
Conservatories and the AEC which aims to trigger innovation in opera education. Based on the belief
that sharing education is the future, they collaborate intensely across borders to create learning
laboratories, exchange best practices, and develop intellectual outputs. The results and findings will be
made available to other higher education institutions in music.

The workshop consisted of two parts: the first one was an informative session about EOALAB - its
philosophy, its structure and its strengths and weaknesses. The second part of the workshop was
focused on the three different outputs of the project: shared education, construction of a module for
blended teacher/student exchange and innovation of education through experiments with
professional collaboration. The EOALAB members explained what they have done and what they
came up with as achievements of working together with students and teachers, and what the impact
these have on their own institutions, curricula, and opera training. A detailed description of the session
can be found here.  

Perspectives on shared education using results of

European Opera Academy’s EOALAB (In presence)
Christopher Fredriksson, Susanne van Els, Charlotte Saelemakers, Bruno

Pereira, Roberta Faroldi, Luke O’Shaughnessy, Mantautas Krukauskas, Inge

Simoens

Pre-Congress Workshops Thursday 4 November

Watch the session
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Presentation EOALAB Manual Teaser

https://www.swing-project.eu/
https://lola.conts.it/
https://youtu.be/YFZgalQeHx8
https://aec-music.eu/media/2021/11/EOAlab-AEC-pre-conference.pdf
https://aec-music.eu/media/2021/11/EOAlab-AEC-pre-conference.pdf
https://eoalab.org/io1-manual-on-shared-education/
https://aec-music.eu/media/2021/10/Pre-Congress-EOALAB.pdf
https://youtu.be/YFZgalQeHx8
https://aec-music.eu/media/2021/11/EOAlab-AEC-pre-conference.pdf
https://eoalab.org/io1-manual-on-shared-education/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-VoqFUsStzM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-VoqFUsStzM


On Thursday 4 November, the members of the AEC-SMS Diversity, Identity, Inclusiveness Working Group
presented its final publication titled Artistic Plurality and Inclusive Institutional Culture in HME, a dynamic and
interactive eBook meant to identify good practices, promote increased access and encourage HMEIs to
evaluate their educational programmes and policies through the lens of inclusivity and pluralism.

The presentation took place in the frame of the AEC Annual Congress and General Assembly 2021 in
Antwerp, Belgium, where WG members gathered in a hybrid workshop and gave insights on the road so far.
This publication, having evolved from the group’s personal experiences and reflections, consultations,
continuous discussions and insights gained through a vast body of scholarly literature, was enriched in myriad
ways by reaching out to different HMEIs in search of existing practices and reflective actions on challenges
posed by the wide area covered by this project strand.

AEC Annual Congress and General Assembly 2021

Pre-Congress Workshops Thursday 4 November

Artistic Plurality and Inclusive Institutional Culture in Higher

Music Education - SMS WG2 (Hybrid)
David-Emil Wickström, Clara Barbera, Joshua Dickson, Stefan Heckel, Mojca

Piskor, Baptiste Grandgirard, Katja Thomson, Alfonso Guerra

All in all, Artistic Plurality and Inclusive Institutional
Culture in HME includes a holistic framework for
reflecting upon and evaluating diversity, identity and
inclusiveness in HMEIs today, supported by a wealth
of examples of inspiring practices across Europe and
beyond. 

The full document is available in .PDF, .EPUB and
.MOBI, and can be downloaded on the AEC website.

The workshop, aimed at sharing experiences and
challenging ideas and perspectives, as well as
encouraging participants to reflect on how to
build healthy and diverse learning environments
all across Europe, drawn on plenary presentations
and small discussion groups in a world café
setting.

Presentation of the eBook, live statistics, the
notion of resistance and discussions around the
four pairs of fundamental questions from the
group’s second publication (e.g. What do we
study? What do we teach? / How do we study?
How do we teach? / Where do we study? Where
do we teach? / Who is the student? Who is the
teacher?) were tackled during the session.

Download the ebook by
scanning the QR code with
your mobile phone or by
clicking on it.
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View the presentation

https://linktr.ee/aecmusic
https://sms.aec-music.eu/diversity-identity-inclusiveness/
https://sms.aec-music.eu/diversity-identity-inclusiveness/ebook-artistic-plurality-and-inclusive-institutional-culture-in-hme/
https://aec-music.eu/publication/artistic-plurality-and-inclusive-institutional-culture-in-hme/
https://sms.aec-music.eu/diversity-identity-inclusiveness/ebook-artistic-plurality-and-inclusive-institutional-culture-in-hme/
https://aec-music.eu/media/2021/11/AEC-Congress-2021_WG2-workshop.pdf
https://aec-music.eu/media/2021/11/AEC-Congress-2021_WG2-workshop.pdf


An online exchange platform on music theory
A dynamic EU bibliography
A catalogue of new methodologies and practices descriptions
Multi Language terminology dictionary in music theory
Organise 1 training for staff and 1 intensive programme for students
Organise 1 dissemination conference and 1 final conference

This project created by Salvatore Gioveni (Conservatoire Royal de Bruxelles) answers the need to develop
collaborative tools, share knowledge and transfer pedagogical innovation in the very specific field of music
theory in higher music education institutions throughout Europe by working towards a pedagogical
rapprochement. These courses are often the object of pedagogical reflections but there’s a lack of a
centralised source and framework to support this reflection by means of cross-disciplinary study at European
and international level. HarMA+ seeks to develop a pedagogical adaptability that would lead teachers to
reopen their pedagogical perspective and to teach their students using other methodologies or at least share
them.

Some of the outputs and activities HarMA+ aims at developing within the area of music theory: 

AEC Annual Congress and General Assembly 2021

Presentation of HarMA+ project (European landscape of

teaching practices and pedagogical innovation in HMEI’s -

music theory fields) (In presence)
Salvatore Gioveni and Edwin Clapuyt

Besides Conservatoire Royal de Bruxelles as leader of the project, the following partner institutions are
involved: AEC (Dissemination and Evaluation), Akademia Muzyczna im. Stanislawa Moniuszki w Gdansku
(Gdańsk), Liszt Ferenc Zeneművészeti Egyetem (Budapest), Eesti Muusika- ja Teatriakadeemia (Tallinn),
Hochschule für Musik und Theater „Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy“ (Leipzig).

Pre-Congress Workshops Thursday 4 November
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Stefaan De Ruyck, Director of the Royal Conservatoire Antwerp (RCA)

Cathy Berckx, Governor of the province of Antwerp and president of the Foundation of

the Conservatoire

Dan Dressen, President of NASM, United States

Miranda Harmer, AEC student working group co-chair

Eirik Birkeland, President of the AEC

Music Performance:

Empty Mind. Immersive experience for flutes, live electronics, and live visuals (Wim
Henderickx)
Performed by Ine Vanoeveren, flute

Words of welcome by: 

AEC Annual Congress and General Assembly 2021

AEC Annual Congress and
General Assembly 2021

Opening Session (Hybrid)

Watch the session
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https://youtu.be/kYDgHVqtAI0
https://youtu.be/kYDgHVqtAI0


Mokhallad Rassem, guest teacher
at drama programme in RCA, Iraq

In the first Plenary Session of the
Congress, the audience could listen
the poem entitled Talking Roots,
written by Mokhallad and based on
the conference theme: Building
Bridges. 

AEC Annual Congress and General Assembly 2021

AEC Annual Congress and
General Assembly 2021

Plenary Session I - "Building Bridges" (Hybrid)

Mokhallad Rasem (Bagdad, 1981) is an actor and director, born and educated in Bagdad. Since

2005 he lives and works in Belgium. He is connected to Toneelhuis and is a teacher in the

programme Drama – acting at the Royal Conservatoire Antwerp. He makes his first productions

Bagdad. But the war in Iraq changed his life and since 2005 he lives and works in Belgium. His

theatrical work is flashy and physical, associative and fragmentary, clear and visual in his ideas. In

Belgium Mokhallad worked on his highly personal ‘theatrical training’. The distance from his

homeland enabled him to stand back and take a critical look at his own theatrical language: “If

you’re sitting in the circle, you can’t look at yourself, but if you sit outside the circle, you can

observe things very well. So I went and stood outside the circle of my own work.” At that point he

began studying the work of as many theatre directors and choreographers as possible, including

Wim Vandekeybus, Anne Teresa De Keersmaeker, Sidi Larbi Cherkaoui, Guy Cassiers, tg Stan and

Romeo Castellucci. He was fascinated by the atmosphere and theatrical language that

characterizes each of these artists, and tested them out against his own background and culture

and against his way of making theatre. Hardly surprisingly, the war became a recurrent theme in his

work, but the way he deals with it varies considerably. Rasem: “Not every production is about the

war, but the power, the energy, the atmosphere, the images of war stay with you – they inhabit

your body, your mind and your thoughts. How can I turn all that into art, how can I portray all those

elements like a painting, like a dance? How can I portray those terrible things? That’s how I started

making theatre.”

Watch the session

Read the poem
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https://youtu.be/YYVvuwyd4uc
https://youtu.be/YYVvuwyd4uc
https://aec-music.eu/media/2021/11/Mokhallad-translation.pdf
https://aec-music.eu/media/2021/11/Mokhallad-translation.pdf


In presence Groups
  Digital challenges 

Moderator: Kathleen Coessens- AEC Council

Topic proposed by: Matti Ruippo, Tampere, Erato

Alakiozidou, Thessaloniki, Esteban Valverde Corrales,

Vigo, Bart Meuris, Louvain

Erasmus & mobility issues

Moderator: Lucia di Cecca, Sara Primiterra (AEC

Council and AEC office)

Topic proposed by: Mario Carrilo, Madrid, Andrea

Schreiner, Graz, Stefano Padarino, Padova,

Michelangelo Galeati, Rome, José Luis Fernandez, Vigo

Broadening artistry

Moderator:  Harrie van den Elsen, AEC Council

Topic proposed by: Henrik Sveidahl, RMC Cph

Measuring cultural and educational impact

Moderator: Eirik Birkeland - AEC Council

Topic proposed by: Mantautas Krukauskas, Vilnius

HME & Climate change

Moderator: Jeffrey Sharkey - AEC Council

Topic proposed by: Diana Salazar, RCM London, Maria

Hansen, ELIA 

The musician as citizen

Moderator: Rico Gubler, AEC Council

Topic proposed by: Camilla Overgård, Aarhus, Ulus

Harkan, Klagenfurt

Female leadership

Moderator: Deborah Kelleher, AEC Council

Topic proposed by: Helena Gaunt, Cardiff

Emilie Gardberg, Helsinki

  Challenging excellence

Moderator: Claire Michon, AEC Council

Topic proposed by: Ricardo Castro, Genève, Alvaro

Guibert, Madrid 

Keeping teaching skills up to date

Moderator: Zdislaw Lapinski, AEC Council

Topic proposed by: Esther Viñuela Lozano, Madrid,

Simone Pilon, Valencia

Stage fear

Moderator: Stefan Gies, AEC Office

Topic proposed by: Carla Conti, Rome

Online Groups
Institutional Communication in higher music

institutions (roll of communication manager,

messages to share, social media plan, communication

plan, etc.)

Moderator: Linda Messas - AEC Office

Topic proposed by: Montserrat Urpí-Cámara,

Barcelona 

Forget about entrepreneurship - talk about curating

and caring

Moderator: Alfonso Guerra, AEC Office

Topic proposed by: Joris Blanckaert, Gent 

Challenging participatory process in music during

covid-19 era

Moderator: Ivana Perkovic - AEC Council

Topic proposed by: Nana Sharikadze, Tblisi

The Future of Orchestras

Moderator: Elisabeth Gutjahr

Topic proposed by: Patrick Lehmann, Genève

AEC Annual Congress and General Assembly 2021 13

Opening Brainstorming on topics proposed by participants

Watch the session

https://youtu.be/fYQvWW97EGU
https://youtu.be/fYQvWW97EGU


Minor Characters

When the Jazz and Media, Writing and Performance Arts majors put their heads together, spring is in

the air and the green season sounds slightly different.

Under the expert guidance of saxophonist Ben Sluijs and actor Jurgen Delnaet, Bachelor and Master

students get to work with existing and newly adapted material.

World literature, standards, contemporary lyricism and unexplored poetry, nothing escapes the 360

degree view of this exquisite company. "Minor Characters" sums up the project in a few words, an

unexpectedly exciting and breathtaking soundscape is the result. This performance is in English. 

AEC Annual Congress and General Assembly 2021

AEC Annual Congress and
General Assembly 2021

Artistic Performances

CIRKEL - a piano ritual

An enchanting experience, between performance and concert.

A circle of light... own compositions on piano...

What keeps us from entering the inner world? And how does it become shareable?

Circle arose from the need for a symbolic conclusion to a chaotic study period that was dominated by

the covid pandemic. Artistic exchange fell apart completely, a whirlwind of ideas and creative energy

remained stagnant in one place, forcing crucial questions to be asked on the bridge to the future.

What would you do if there was nothing left? How do we want to grow from this? What values do we

hold? What do we want to leave behind?

Master of Music Creation and Performing Arts Victor Lange chose a restrained construction of

instrumental music in a theatrical format.

Another Sacre

In this dance performance, twelve dancers move through Stravinsky's famous composition Le Sacre du

Printemps in their own unique way. They dance together with the same purpose: to vibrate together.

Together with coaches Alain Platel and Bérengère Bodin, the students went searching for their guilty

pleasures. After a lonely year, both physically and mentally, the students were challenged to immerse

themselves in their personal dance history. They went back to where their love of dance originated and

integrated influences from hip-hop, tango, classical ballet, folk ... in this performance.

14



Music Introduction

Piano Trio No. 1, op. 49 - I. Molto Allegro Agitato (Felix Mendelssohn)
Sarah Bayens (violin) Mikko Pablo (cello) Markiyan Popil (piano)

Musicians as ‘makers in society’: A conceptual foundation for contemporary professional higher music

education– by Helena Gaunt, Chair of the SMS Working Group on the role of HMEIs in society and

Principal at the Royal Welsh College of Music & Drama

Respondents:

Heinz Geuen, Director of the Hochschule für Musik und Tanz Köln, Germany

Petra Ruth Alexandry, student at Royal Conservatoire The Hague

Ana Mateo, President of the Spanish Association of Symphony Orchestras and the manager of the

Orquesta Sinfónica del Principado de Asturias – remote

Session moderated by Henrik Sveidahl, Danish Rhythmic Music Conservatoire

The session started with a 20-minute film introducing the audience to the extended paper that has

been published by Helena Gaunt with her SMS working group, entitled Musicians as “Makers in

Society”: A Conceptual Foundation for Contemporary Professional Higher Music Education.

In this paper, the working group advocates for a paradigm shift in the very foundation of higher music

education, i.e. a change in the lens through which we look at what an artist is and does, and at what

higher music education institutions are and do.

After the film, each of the three respondents offered their perspectives, and in particular reflected on

and amplified the concept of artists as makers in society, with its implications for institutions, for

students and their emerging careers, and for the professional world.

AEC Annual Congress and General Assembly 2021

AEC Annual Congress and
General Assembly 2021

Plenary Session II - Musicians as ‘makers in society’: A conceptual

foundation for contemporary professional higher music education

(Hybrid)

Watch the video "Musicians as Makers in Society: A

Conceptual Foundation for Contemporary Professional

Higher Music Education"

Watch the session

Petra Ruth Alexandry Presentation

Ana Mateo Presentation
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https://youtu.be/T_i7-oMNFAc
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpsyg.2021.713648/full
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpsyg.2021.713648/full
https://youtu.be/T_i7-oMNFAc
https://youtu.be/T_i7-oMNFAc
https://youtu.be/Tghl99hluvk
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpsyg.2021.713648/full
https://youtu.be/Tghl99hluvk
https://aec-music.eu/media/2021/11/Slides-Petra.pdf
https://aec-music.eu/media/2021/11/Slides-Petra.pdf
https://aec-music.eu/media/2021/11/Slides-Petra.pdf
https://aec-music.eu/media/2021/11/Plenary-II_Ana-Mateo.pdf
https://aec-music.eu/media/2021/11/Plenary-II_Ana-Mateo.pdf
https://aec-music.eu/media/2021/11/Plenary-II_Ana-Mateo.pdf


AEC Annual Congress and General Assembly 2021

Professor Helena Gaunt is the Principal at the Royal Welsh College of Music & Drama, the National

Conservatoire of Wales. A professional oboist for many years and founding member of the Britten

Sinfonia, her career in higher education has spanned teaching, academic development, research and

enterprise. Before joining RWCMD in 2018, she was Vice Principal and Director of Innovation at Guildhall

School of Music & Drama. She currently has a leading role in the European Association of

Conservatoires’ (AEC) project ‘Strengthening Music in Society’ funded by Creative Europe and is a

member of the Peer Review College for the AHRC. A qualified leadership coach and a Principal Fellow

of the Higher Education Academy, she is also a council member of the Royal Philharmonic Society, and a

Welsh learner. Helena was an Associate of the Centre for Musical Performance as Creative Practice

(CMPCP), funded by the Arts and Humanities Research Council. Her extensive international academic

profile has included a visiting Professorship at the Sibelius Academy University of the Arts Helsinki, a

Lectorship with the Royal Conservatoire of the Hague, and collaborations with the University of Music

and the Arts Vienna, Queensland Conservatorium Research Centre, Griffith University, and the Centre

for Excellence in Music Performance Education at the Norwegian Academy of Music. She also chaired

the Innovative Conservatoire project, a programme of international professional development for

conservatoire teachers for many years. Helena’s research, especially through her collaborative

partnerships, has had a decisive impact on how conservatoires have evolved their learning environments

and underpinning pedagogies to respond to the demands and opportunities of contemporary contexts.

Ana Mateo is, since 2007, CEO of the Orquesta Sinfónica del Principado de Asturias, in Spain. She is

also the president of AEOS, Spanish Association of Symphony Orchestras, and serves as Counselor for

the arts at the Ministerio de Cultura. She has also worked at the Bilbao and Barcelona Symphony

Orchestas and at the Orchestre de Champs Elysees in France. Ana has studied music and has a degree

in Biochemistry and Molecular Biology. Her interest in social sciences and human behaviour has led her

to study Neurolinguistic programming in the last years.
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Born in Jakarta, Indonesia. Petra’s interests

and talents in piano brought her to pursue

further musical study in The Netherlands at

Conservatorium van Amsterdam and Koninklijk

Conservatorium Den Haag majoring in classical

piano performance. Inquisitive, dynamic and

persistent. These might be the best words to

not only describe Petra as a person but also as

a musician, music educator and also concert 

Born in 1954, Heinz Geuen studied music education, political science and French literature in

Hannover. After a ten-year time as a teacher in schools he got the position as research

assistant and assistant professor for music education, musicology and ensemble coaching at the

university of Kassel where he wrote his doctoral thesis on Kurt Weill`s opera concept. In

addition to his scientific work, he was particularly committed to questions of practical training of

music teachers. In 2002, he was appointed to a professorship for music education at the

University for Music and Dance Cologne. After positions as dean and vice president he was

elected rector of the university in 2013 and re-elected in 2017. He retired on October 1, 2021.

For the last eight years, Heinz Geuen was member of the board of Netzwerk Musikhochschulen

– an association of twelve conservatoires focussing on the advancement of quality management

in German higher music education. He was also member of the board of the RKM (rectors’

conference of the German Musikhochschulen). Today, he is still committed to regional projects

of music education in North-Rhine-Westphalia that connect music classes in public schools

with music schools and institutions for cultural education.Heinz Geuen published on topics in

musicology, music education, popular music, quality management and university didactics. In

2017, he edited together with Bernd Clausen Quality Management and teaching development in

German higher music education.

producer. Her interest in management led her to actively takes part as a producer in musical

organisations such as PianoFest, a festival for piano amateurs based in Amsterdam and Entree

of Het Concertgebouw Amsterdam and International Holland Music Sessions, which helps her

to hone her skills as a project manager. Teaching is Petra’s passion as well. The uniqueness of

each student motivates her to bring out the best of every student. She is currently in her last

year of Master of Music Education specializing in piano pedagogy. Her motto as a music

educator is to stay innovative.
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AEC Annual Congress and
General Assembly 2021

Parallel Sessions I

1 – Bridging to society: Societal responsibility in the curriculum as a task of a Higher Education

Institutions (Hybrid)

Pascal Gielen, Antwerp Research Institute for the Arts, Antwerp University, Lies Colman,
Royal Conservatoire Antwerp, and representatives of SMS WG1 on Music in Society, SMS
WG7 Students (Eline Accoe) and SMS WG8 on Early Childhood Education (Michael Dartsch)

This session took as a starting point the film that was presented in the Plenary Session II, making the

case for a change of paradigm in higher music education. The aim of this parallel session was to bring

additional perspectives, dig deeper into the topic and encourage participants to discuss in smaller

groups which concrete changes are needed in higher music education and how we can achieve them

together. Pascal Gielen, professor of cultural sociology at the Antwerp Research Institute for the Arts

(ARIA), started with a presentation on ‘How to connect? Three possible pathways to integrate arts in

a living society’. He then elaborated concisely on these three perspectives from his research at the

Culture Commons Quest Office: Commoning, Socio-Artistic practices and the Semi-public Space.

Lies Colman, artistic director at the Royal Conservatoire Antwerp and researcher at ARIA, made the

connection to the institutionalised reality and the ambitions of higher arts / music education

institutions. Representatives of various SMS WGs also took part and shared their perspectives and

contributed to helping participants take ownership of the concept of ‘Musicians as Makers in Society’.

2a – Bridging diversity: How to recruit and include diverse artists in your student/teacher

population? How to facilitate? Which are the needs? (In presence)

SMS WG2 on Diversity and Inclusion (leader – Joshua Dickson and Stefan Heckel) and SMS
WG7 Students (Mimi Harmer and Baptiste Grandgirard), and with Wouter Hillaert, Royal
Conservatoire Antwerp

The conservatory environment in Europe has changed significantly in the past 40 years. In addition to

opening their doors to different musics of the world, Jazz, Popular Music as well as local traditional

musics, the nature of the student and the teacher - and how they relate to each other and to their

institutional environment - has changed. The collapse of the Soviet Union and

Watch the session View the presentation
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Warsaw Pact, the expansion of the European Union and the Erasmus program have done much to

dissolve intra-European borders; European conservatories have also increasingly attracted more highly

talented students and faculty from beyond the geographical borders of Europe. These developments

have led to a more diverse student and faculty body.

Some European HMEIs have engaged proactively with groups on whom they have not previously or

normally focused. This includes refugees, under-represented parts of the student population as well as

previously under-recognized areas of work or community. Other means of diversification include

institutional policies that promote equality and facilitate access by a more diverse student and faculty

body. Finally, some HMEIs have started to open up curricula to encourage collaborations between

different musics and genres and to accommodate students with various under-represented cultural

and/or educational backgrounds. In this panel discussion, the speakers explored the possibilities of

changing the institutional space by presenting some existing examples and imagining new paths.

2b – A Green Conservatoire (In presence)

Stefaan de Ruyck, RCA Antwerp

No matter what measures one decides to take, ecology and sustainability should not be considered as

special side projects. They have to be embedded in the school culture and function as key enablers for

all current and future developments. This basic principle is supported by all the stakeholders in this

story: AP University College as well as the co-habitants in this particular building.

This alliance has enabled us to rethink everything: from waste management and energy reduction to

transportation from and to our campus. There is still a long way to go and we do not have all the

solutions yet. But we are very fortunate to be surrounded by 650 critical young minds who remind us of

what this is all about: their future. With the responsibility as an educational institution to lead them into

becoming strong artistic individuals, comes the obligation to support and listen as they find their voice

in the broader social context and act accordingly.
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3a – Bridging to the professional field: Making positive choices in multi-focused career development:

a portfolio career (In presence)

SMS WG3 on Entrepreneurship (leader) and SMS WG8 on Early Childhood Education (Natassa

Economidou) and SMS WG7 Students (Roberto Boschelli and Camilla Overgaard)

In this session members of AEC SMS-Working Group 3 reflected on their work over the last four years

in the Working Group on Entrepreneurship and the entrepreneurial mindset.

Camilla Overgaard did this from the perspective of the student in Higher Music Education. Anita

Debaere from the perspective of the music industry. Payam Susanni Gul and Vourneen Ryan focused

on the aspects of mindset and wellbeing in relation to teaching entrepreneurship, whereas Anna

Ranczakowska highlighted the research that has been done in this field. Renee Jonker addressed

teaching entrepreneurship in HME from the institutional perspective. These five short presentations

anticipated the introduction of the web application Make Music Work as the final deliverable of WG3.

On behalf of WG8 Natassa Economidou Stavrou connected early childhood music education with

entrepreneurship and Camilla Overgaard bridged the outcomes of the student WG7 with the work of

WG3.

3b Transforming Performance Pedagogies: interactions between new technology and traditional

methods (In presence)

Diana Salazar and Christina Guillaumier, Royal College of Music, London

The unexpected and accelerated pivot to digital instrumental and vocal teaching during Covid has

provoked timely questions about the dominance of the one-to-one lesson, including the deep-rooted

perception that this is the most (or only) legitimate approach to teaching performance. The

‘Transforming Performance Pedagogies’ research project, funded by the UK Society for Research in

Higher Education (SRHE) sets out to challenge that traditional view by evaluating a range of innovative

approaches to teaching music performance in higher education that embrace the possibilities of digital

technologies. 
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In what ways can digital learning in music performance at HE level complement and enhance the

traditional master-apprentice model of teaching?

How do the interactions between student and teacher change in a hybrid learning environment, and

what is the impact of this on learning?

How might digital pedagogies provide a more open, inclusive and reflexive pedagogical framework

for both staff and students?

How could a conceptual framework mapping practice-led learner engagement with digital learning

inform curriculum development in a future where online and other non-traditional performance

modes will be increasingly prevalent?

The research questions include:

This short presentation followed by Q&A introduced the initial findings from the project, drawing upon a

set of interviews undertaken with students and staff at the Royal College of Music, London during 2021.

In recent years, the European

Commission has set new tones in

cultural policy, among others by

highlighting the social dimension of

arts and art education more clearly

than in the past. The New European

Agenda for Culture of 2018

underlines the power of culture and

cultural diversity for social cohesion 

4 – Advocacy on European level – Access to Culture & more (In presence)

Representatives of AEC partner organisations active in the field of European cultural politics:

Stefan Gies, AEC CEO, Gabriele Rosana, Culture Action Europe, Maria Hansen, ELIA, Till
Skoruppa, EMU and with the online participation of Isolde Malmberg and Marina Gall, EAS,

and Katharina Weinert, EMC/IMC

and well-being and the right of every person to cultural education. The Porto Santo Charter, launched

by the Portuguese Council Presidency in 2021, sets out the vision of a European cultural citizenship.

Referring to specific initiatives and examples, representatives of AEC partner associations that are

active in the field of culture and cultural policy at European level discussed what advocacy means and

what it might achieve in the field of culture at European level.

View the presentation
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Parallel Sessions II

5 – FAST45: Imagining Conservatoires of the Future (Online)

Lena Gieseke, Film University Babelsberg Konrad Wolf

In 2045 the world as we know it will look very different. Although we cannot predict the future, we can

shape it. FAST45 (Futures Art School Trends 2045) is an Erasmus+ Knowledge Alliance program

funded by the European Union bringing together Art HEIs, among them CEFEDEM Lyon, umbrella

organisations such as AEC and ELIA, and external public and private partners. FAST45 recognises the

potential of the creativity and imaginative thinking nurtured and developed at higher arts education

institutions.

Taking a futures studies approach, the FAST45 project aims to collect knowledge, create and test new

methodologies; imagine, map and shape a higher arts education landscape where participation,

research, and education in the arts play a crucial and integrated role within the sector and society as a

whole.

The project is in its first year and taking a snapshot of current knowledge and the directly anticipated

future. In this session the participants were invited to present the perspective of performing arts and

conservatoires and discuss where the future lies. The speakers were curious to hear the attendees point

of view on the current role of conservatoires. The participants had a forward thinking discussion on the

trends, challenges and drivers, trying to imagine the desired trends and outcomes for 2045. 

 1 – Bridging all stakeholders in the institution: Towards an understanding of power relations in the

context of Higher Music Education Institution. The Royal Conservatoire Antwerp’s Ethical Code and

findings of the first PRIhME Stakeholder Assembly (Hybrid)

PRIhME Project (leader Deborah Kelleher, Gretchen Amussen), SMS WG2 on Diversity,
Identity, Inclusiveness Working Group (David-Emil Wickström, Mojca Piskor, part of PRIhME),
SMS WG7 Students (Baptiste Grandigrard) and Royal Conservatory Antwerp (Stefaan De
Ruyck)

Abuse of power relations and misconduct within higher music education have been endemic within

institutions for many years. Through the #MeToo movement as well as high profile court cases this

became an area of focus for many higher music education institutions as well as for the AEC itself -

especially within its project "AEC - Strengthening Music in Society" (SMS).

Watch the session
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Power relations, however, go beyond misconduct and abuse. It also includes how we view our roles as

educators, management and students in the 21st century as well as ideas related to pedagogy, in-house

communication, and participation. In other words, giving all stakeholders a chance to express their voice.

An outcome of the discussions on power relations at the sectoral level was to create a new project

("PRIhME - Power relations in higher music education") built around stakeholder assemblies discussing

power relations.

After contextualising the issues, this panel focused on power relations within higher music education,

drawing on preliminary results from AEC's SMS and PRIhME projects as well as the Royal Conservatoire

Antwerp’s practical experience in developing their Code of Conduct.

2a – Bridging the student-teacher gap, part 1: Student Feedback and Evaluation (In presence)

SMS WG5 on Learning and Teaching (leader – Jon Helge Saetre and Susanne van Els) and
SMS WG7 Students (Siri Storheim and Camilla Overgaard) and Jan Staes, Royal
Conservatoire Antwerp

In this session the SMS Working Group on learning and teaching (WG5) presented key concepts and

perspectives from the four years of work on learning and teaching. The journey started with defining

student-centred and learning-centred approaches to education as the key foundation of the work. This

led them to examine interesting practices where students take or are given an active role, and to

examine the fruitfulness of viewing the music student as a researching artist.

A learning-centred perspective on higher music education has also led the group to view higher music

education as learning communities, where students, teachers and others collaborate and learn together.

Eventually, WG5 has focused on student and learning-centred approaches to assessment, based on the

belief that traditional assessment forms do not necessarily contribute to development and learning.

Therefore, assessment needs to include the student voice and must be seen as an opportunity for

learning.

To react on and critically discuss these perspectives, WG5 invited a panel to discuss with students and

colleagues.

Watch the session

View the presentation
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3 – Bridging institutions: how to set up simple joint subjects and modules between HEIs (on teacher

level) – examples from METRIC, European Opera Academy, News in Map and CNSMD Lyon (In

presence)

Coordinated by SMS WG4 on Internationalisation (leader – Christofer Fredriksson), Isabelle
Replumaz, Yiannis Mirallis, Carla Conti, Martin Prchal, Charlotte Saelemakers
representatives from the projects.

Looking at the international activities on an academic level, we now see discussion and research not

only on lifelong learning policies, which have been one focus during the last decade, but also on

professionalisation in areas such as teaching, curriculum development, programme planning, and

educational management. International programmes and joint modules are one way to strengthen

exchange and understanding. Cooperation needs shared interests and at the national level may range

from joint projects to issues of national lifelong learning policies and strategies, system building in terms

of institutions, providers and stakeholders, and financial support. Issues of cooperation and joint

teaching touch substantial questions of the institutionalisation of adult and continuing education in the

world. At the level of teaching staff, it is to be highly appreciated that experts and colleagues from

different universities in different countries come together to develop contents, quality standards, and

learning approaches. During the session “Bridging institutions” presented some best practices from

different projects.

Please find more information about the projects presented:

European Opera Academy

Metric

News in Map

AEC Annual Congress and General Assembly 2021

2b – Technology in Music Education in the 21st Century: SMS Project Findings and Thoughts (In

presence)

SMS WG6 on Digitisation (Sandrine Desmurs and André Stärk)

Empowering learners and teachers and inspiring them to integrate educational technologies to create

innovative learning environments that transform learning and teaching ... might this be the ‘force of

change’ that so often is attributed to technology? Might this be a way to enhance the quality of music

education? To strengthen music in society through a broader access and more diversity? To even shape

society? Within the frame of the SMS project, the working group on digitisation has been working on

these questions and presented in this session their findings and thoughts gathered in the last four years.

View the presentation

METRIC presentation

News in Map presentation

Lyon + EOALAB presentation
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4 – Bridging live & digital: possibilities in Mozilla Hubs linked to research programme at the Royal

Conservatoire Antwerp (In presence)

Ine Vanoeveren, Royal Conservatoire Antwerp (leader) and SMS WG6 on Digitisation (Matti
Ruippo and Miranda Harmer)

The research groups 'CREATIE' of the Royal Conservatoire Antwerp and 'Maxlab' of the Royal Academy

of Fine Arts have developed a digital, artistic trajectory for virtual live performances during the last 18

months. They are conducting research towards autonomous digital live experiences for virtual audiences

within artistic contexts. Hereby their focus lies on virtual surroundings, real-time audio-visualizations,

virtual user interactivity and experience and the development of an autonomous digital aesthetics within

the performing arts. The trajectory includes different performances and activities in Mozilla Hubs,

remote experiments, introduction of live performing elements within a digital setting and the

development of a user interface and platform for virtual and hybrid live concerts and performances.

Kristof Timmerman (chair of Maxlab) and Dr. Ine Vanoeveren (coordinator of CREATIE) presented an

overview of these developments and shared some initiatives between digital, artistic research and the

Schools of Arts Antwerp.

5 – New findings on aerosol transmission when making music, movie projection and Q&A (Online)

Ruggero Bettini and Sandro Longo - University of Parma, Andrea Chiesi and Riccardo Ceni
from Conservatorio “Arrigo Boito” Parma, Claudia Spahn and Bernhard Richter - Freiburg
Institute for Musicians’ Medicine, James Weaver and Mark Spede - International Coalition on
Aerosol Study, USA

It was a shock for the music world when, immediately after the outbreak of the pandemic, making music

and especially singing in a choir were declared to be super spreader activities. Research projects

popped up like mushrooms, in the first instance aiming to provide reliable empirical data on the issue,

but also to develop measures that would allow to continue making music together in a contamination-

safe environment.

It is no surprise that among the first ones to initiate and carry out such research projects were HMEIs

that were equipped with an appropriate research infrastructure, because they were those directly

affected. The 2021 AEC Congress prompted us to compile a short documentary film that gives an

insight into the current status of this research so far done at two AEC member institutions in Freiburg

(Germany) and Parma (Italy) and by a US-based international coalition to commission covid-19 studies

including also AEC. 

Watch the video
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Parallel Sessions III

1 – Bridging research and artistic practice in a regular Bachelor and Master programme. Presentation

and discussion of examples from various HMEIs, in which the introduction to AR approaches and

methods is a systematically embedded and mandatory component of a music performance curriculum

(Hybrid)

Members of the SMS WG5 on Learning and Teaching (Stefan Gies, Anna Maria Bordin and Lars Brinck), the
AEC EPARM WG (Leader, Stephen Broad and Kevin Voets), Lies Colman, Royal Conservatoire Antwerp and
Martin Prchal, Royal Conservatoire The Hague

While the development of Artistic Research at HMEIs has, in

the past, tended to focus on third cycle studies, attention is

increasingly shifting towards the issue of how to familiarise

bachelor and master students from an early stage with the

methods and outcomes of AR for the benefit of their

professional development as performing musicians. This

session presented various innovative approaches to

addressing this challenge through AR project topics and

structures integrated into BA/MA study programs. All

presentations were based on a model, adapted from Healey

(2005), of the different relationships between artistic

development and artistic research.

2a – Bridging the student-teacher gap, part 2: Exploring transferrable skills and their role in the

development of an artist (In presence)

SMS WG3 on Entrepreneurship (leader, Vourneen Ryan and Camilla Overgaard) and SMS
WG5 on Learning and Teaching (Siri Storheim)

In 2018, the NACE Center For Career Development and Talent Acquisition. surveyed employers of

new graduates and team building topped the list of in-demand attributes, closely followed by

communication and leadership.

Watch the session

Anna Maria Bordin presentation

Stephen Broad presentation

Lies Colman presentation

Martin Prchal presentation

Lars Brinck presentation
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Over 400 of America’s Fortune 500 Companies use artistic skills, processes and experiences to foster
creative thinking and innovation processes (Arts & Business Quarterly Online) and recent research
shows that new attitudes and behaviours will be needed by individuals and businesses founded on
flexibility, resilience, collaboration, entrepreneurism and creativity.

The ‘soft skills’ or ‘human skills’ required to be a practising arts professional can often be taken for
granted by arts professionals and the performing arts industry. Resilience, curiosity, dedication, people
skills, passion, creativity, and teamwork are cornerstones of the music profession.

In this session the speakers explored how to harness the power of these skills to become an
empowered musician within the community and workplace. How can we as music educators nurture an
awareness and appreciation of such skills within our institutions, and how can we encourage our
students to communicate this to the outside world?

2b. Workshop – Playing & learning (In presence)

SMS WG5 – Learning & Teaching (Siri Storheim and Susanne van Els)

In this workshop, Siri Storheim and Susanne van Els, looked at learning situations from regular practices
in classical music teaching, and focused not so much on the specific roles and actions of teacher and
student, but instead explored extra possibilities to multiply the learning effect. 

As members of SMS WG5, Susanne and Siri have been involved in Learning and Teaching publications,
conferences and symposiums which aim to contribute to the development of HME.

3 – Building Bridges with Audiences: Utilising digital innovations (Online)

SMS WG7 Students (leader – Mimi Harmer) with Leah Kurta, i2 Media Research Ltd,
Annastina Haapasaari, Finnish National Opera and Ballet, Esther Viñuela Lozano, Reina
Sofía School of Music, Tanya Vital – Actor, Digital Content Creator and Writer

Exacerbated by the pandemic, digitisation has changed the way we watch, interact, and participate with
the arts. During lockdown, many artists and arts and cultural organisations were forced to think
creatively and utilise digital technologies and techniques in order to bring the concert platforms and
theatres into the audience's homes. As we migrate into 'the new normal', what has the last 18 months
taught us? How can we programme our performances in a way that entices new audiences? What
digital tools, technologies, and techniques are there that have proven to work? What do audiences
want to see, and how do they want to engage with the performing arts? Finally, how does this relate to
our education and curricula?

A panel of experts across audience research, education, artists and producers, discussed some of these
questions in this session moderated by Mimi Harmer.

Watch the session Esther Viñuela presentation
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 View the presentation

https://youtu.be/rwTw_8quhuE
https://youtu.be/rwTw_8quhuE
https://aec-music.eu/media/2021/11/Virtual-Reality-Esther-Vinuela.pdf
https://aec-music.eu/media/2021/11/Virtual-Reality-Esther-Vinuela.pdf
https://aec-music.eu/media/2021/11/AEC-Congress-2021-slides-skills-final.pdf
https://aec-music.eu/media/2021/11/AEC-Congress-2021-slides-skills-final.pdf
https://aec-music.eu/media/2021/11/AEC-Congress-2021-slides-skills-final.pdf
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Interdisciplinarity, a side effect or a discipline?
Has the Covid pandemic accelerated some of the changes and adaptable skills needed by future
performing artists?

4 – Bridging programmes in a multidisciplinary Higher Education Institution: development of
interdisciplinary skills in the bachelor-master programme (In presence)

Jeroen Malaise & Steven Prengels (Royal Conservatoire of Antwerp) Jeffrey Sharkey (Royal
Conservatoire of Scotland) Michael Eidenbenz (Zürcher Hochschule der Künste)

In higher art education, the development of interdisciplinary skills within the bachelor or master program
is not always included. But from the professional field there is an increasing need to develop skills that
make the field of interdisciplinary creation accessible for young musicians.
But is interdisciplinarity a discipline in itself, or can it be seen as a side effect of broader artistic
collaborations between artists from different fields? This question is important when developing
methodologies within higher art education.
In the first part of the session, examples from the Conservatoires of Antwerp, Scotland and Zürich
provide an insight into different approaches.

The second part of the session consisted of an interactive part in which some central questions and
propositions were discussed. Some central questions for the interactive part were:

View the presentation
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https://aec-music.eu/media/2021/11/AEC-Antwerpen-Interdisciplinarity-Panel.pdf
https://aec-music.eu/media/2021/11/AEC-Antwerpen-Interdisciplinarity-Panel.pdf


As every year, participants had a chance to
discuss relevant issues in Regional Meetings
chaired by AEC Council Members. Most of
the regional meetings this year took place
in-presence, but some meetings were
organised in a hybrid form or took place
purely online. 

AEC Annual Congress and General Assembly 2021

Regional Meetings with Council Members

AEC Annual Congress and
General Assembly 2021
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UK, Ireland (Hybrid)

Greece, Turkey, Cyprus, Israel, Lebanon,
Egypt (Hybrid) 

Spain, Portugal (Hybrid) - Elisabeth
Gutjahr, Ingeborg Radok Žádná, Alfonso
Guerra
Italy

Netherlands, Belgium (In presence)
Kathleen Coessens
Austria, Germany, Switzerland (Hybrid)
Rico Gubler
France, Luxembourg (In presence)

Poland, Belarus Russia, Ukraine ,
Bulgaria, Kazakhstan, Georgia, Armenia
(Online)

Hungary, Romania , Czech Republic,
Slovakia, North Macedonia, Albania,
Slovenia, Croatia, Bosnia, Serbia
(Online)

Norway, Sweden, Finland, Denmark,
Iceland, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania (In
presence)

Associate Members:  Non-European:
Australia, Canada, China, Korea, Japan,
Singapore, USA, Qatar, European
Associated

       Deborah Kelleher

       Harrie Van Den Elsen

       Lucia Di Cecca

       Claire Michon

       Zdzisław Lapisnki

       Ivana Perković (with Barbara Lalič)

       Jeffrey Sharkey

       Bernard Lanskey

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS: 
1)Feedback on the Congress
programme/content so far 

2) Feedback on the hybrid format of this
year's congress

3) Report of last year’s regional meeting =>
what AEC has done about what was
expressed (see the Reader for the Report) 

4) To restructure the composition of the
regional groups has been discussed for
long, in particular at the regional meetings
one year ago. Most groups were in favour
to leave the composition as it is, but some
were open/keen to change it. Is this a topic
to take up again?

5) AEC intends to revise the AEC National
Overviews of Higher Music Education
systems (including Pre-College and Music
Teacher Education systems). Are there any
topics you consider to be mapped? 

6) Do you have any ‘Joker’ topics?
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At the AEC Congress and General Assembly 2021 there were also moments intended to meet
colleagues from other institutions. In presence participants could gather during the lunches, dinners
and coffee breaks. Additionally, they could get to know the local beers while exchanging ideas and
thoughts at the Beer Tasting that took place in the Conservatory canteen. Online participants had the
opportunity to meet on Spatial Chat and both online and onsite participants could also take
advantage of the networking opportunities offered by the Whova App. 

AEC Annual Congress and General Assembly 2021

Networking Opportunities (In presence and Online)

AEC Annual Congress and
General Assembly 2021
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 - SMS WG1 Music in Society - Isabel González and Ana Coric

The SMS WG1 has explored the relationship and the impact of music and music education in the
society, the social engagement and social conscience of musicians as well as the political
responsibility towards the arts and arts education.

SMS WG1 AEC Webpage
SMS website

AEC Annual Congress and General Assembly 2021

Information Forum and Showcase of the SMS

Project outcomes (Hybrid)

AEC Annual Congress and
General Assembly 2021

- SMS WG2 - David-Emil Wickström

SMS WG2 has focused its efforts on investigating how diversity, identity and inclusiveness are
defined and applied in today’s HME. SMS WG2 has collected examples and approaches from
different HMEIs in order to increase good practices regarding issues such as gender, ethnicity,
disabilities and socio-economic backgrounds.

SMS WG2 AEC Webpage
SMS website

Music Introduction: 

Drum Duo (Collision of Rhythm)
Calienta (Emmanuel Sejourne)

Performed by “The Bird Collective”: Jens De Pauw and Peter Vincken (percussion)

During this session moderated by Deborah Kelleher (AEC Vice President) the participants had the
opportunity to know in depth the activities and the outcomes of the AEC - SMS WGs and some AEC
Member institutions.

View the presentation

View the presentation
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https://aec-music.eu/project/aec-sms-2017-2021-creative-europe-network/strand-1-music-in-society/
https://sms.aec-music.eu/music-in-society/
https://aec-music.eu/project/aec-sms-2017-2021-creative-europe-network/strand-2-diversity-identity-inclusiveness/
https://sms.aec-music.eu/diversity-identity-inclusiveness/
https://aec-music.eu/media/2021/11/WG-1-Ana-Isabel.pdf
https://aec-music.eu/media/2021/11/WG-1-Ana-Isabel.pdf
https://aec-music.eu/media/2021/11/WG-2-David-Emil.pdf
https://aec-music.eu/media/2021/11/WG-2-David-Emil.pdf


- SMS WG3 Entrepreneurship - Renee
Jonker

The activities of WG3 have been focused on
embed entrepreneurial skills in the education of
the artist in order to better prepare students for
the challenges they will face in their future role
as musician-entrepreneur. 

SMS WG3 AEC Webpage
SMS website
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- SMS WG4 Internationalisation - Esther Viñuela

The SMS WG4 on internationalisation has been in charge of organising the annual meeting of
International Relations Coordinators, as well as in charge of the monitoring of the online tools supporting
mobility among HMEIs like the AEC website database, the AEC Job Vacancy Platform the the European
Online Application System for Mobility EASY. 

Prerecorded Video: The AEC Annual Meeting for International Relations Coordinators
SMS WG4 AEC Webpage
SMS website

- SMS WG5 Learning and Teaching - Stefan
Gies, Susanne van Els

The SMS WG5 on Learning and Teaching have explored
and discussed new L&T models enabling HEIs to
educate creative and communicating musicians. The
WG is currently operating LATIMPE (Platform for
Learning and Teaching in Music Performance
Education). The platform is a collaboration between AEC
and CEMPE, Centre for excellence in Music
Performance Education at the Norwegian Academy of
Music in Oslo.

SMS WG5 AEC Webpage
SMS website

View the presentation

View the presentation
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https://aec-music.eu/project/aec-sms-2017-2021-creative-europe-network/strand-3-entrepreneurship-entrepreneurial-mind-set-for-musicians/
https://sms.aec-music.eu/entrepreneurial-mind-set-for-musicians/
https://youtu.be/sqd6Av5ac6A
https://aec-music.eu/project/aec-sms-2017-2021-creative-europe-network/strand-4-internationalisation-and-transnational-mobility/
https://sms.aec-music.eu/internationalisation-and-transitional-mobility/
https://slack-redir.net/link?url=http%3A%2F%2Flatimpe.eu
https://www.aec-music.eu/
https://slack-redir.net/link?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.cempe.no%2F
https://aec-music.eu/project/aec-sms-2017-2021-creative-europe-network/strand-5-learning-teaching-platform/
https://sms.aec-music.eu/learning-and-teaching/
https://aec-music.eu/media/2021/11/WG-4-Esther-Vinuela.pdf
https://aec-music.eu/media/2021/11/WG-4-Esther-Vinuela.pdf
https://aec-music.eu/media/2021/11/WG-4-Esther-Vinuela.pdf
https://aec-music.eu/media/2021/11/WG-5-Stefan-Susanne.pdf
https://aec-music.eu/media/2021/11/WG-5-Stefan-Susanne.pdf
https://aec-music.eu/media/2021/11/WG-5-Stefan-Susanne.pdf
https://aec-music.eu/media/2021/11/WG-5-Stefan-Susanne.pdf


The outcomes of all WGs are
available in this brochure

- SMS WG6 Digitisation - André Stärk

The SMS WG6 on Digitisation has encouraged the sensible use of digital technologies in music
education. The specific objective of this strand is to encourage the use of digital media and
digital-based learning tools in music teaching and encourage higher music education institutions
to open their educational offer so as to answer the needs and requirements of diversity and
promote inclusiveness throughout their activities. This WG has been coordinated by the
European Music School Union (EMU).

SMS WG6 AEC Webpage
SMS website
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- SMS WG8 Early Childhood - Michael Dartsch

The SMS WG8 on Early Childhood Music Education has worked to increase the quality of early
childhood music education as a crucial phase within music education. The WG members have
explored how to involve children and their families, how pedagogy can be included in Higher
Music Education and how advanced students can become the teachers of the youngest
listeners.

SMS WG8 AEC Webpage
SMS website

- SMS WG7 Students - Roberto Boschelli and Eline
Accoe

The SMS WG7 Students have strengthened the student
voice inside the Association and its member institutions.
Students have been involved in other WGs and have been
an essential part of the SMS project. The WG also newly
established the European Performing Arts Students’
Association: EPASA.

SMS WG7 AEC Webpage
SMS website

View the presentation

View the presentation

View the presentation
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https://aec-music.eu/publication/aec-strengthening-music-in-society-brochure/
https://aec-music.eu/publication/aec-strengthening-music-in-society-brochure/
https://aec-music.eu/publication/aec-strengthening-music-in-society-brochure/
https://aec-music.eu/publication/aec-strengthening-music-in-society-brochure/
https://aec-music.eu/project/aec-sms-2017-2021-creative-europe-network/strand-6-digitisation-teacher-education-in-the-digital-age/
https://sms.aec-music.eu/digitisation/
https://aec-music.eu/project/aec-sms-2017-2021-creative-europe-network/strand-8-early-childhood-music-education/
https://sms.aec-music.eu/early-childhood-music-education/
https://www.epasa.eu/
https://aec-music.eu/project/aec-sms-2017-2021-creative-europe-network/strand-7-involving-youth-students-input-in-shaping-their-education/
https://sms.aec-music.eu/student-involvement-in-hme/
https://aec-music.eu/media/2021/11/WG-6-Andre-Staerk.pdf
https://aec-music.eu/media/2021/11/WG-6-Andre-Staerk.pdf
https://aec-music.eu/media/2021/11/WG-6-Andre-Staerk.pdf
https://aec-music.eu/media/2021/11/WG-8-Michael-Dartsch.pdf
https://aec-music.eu/media/2021/11/WG-8-Michael-Dartsch.pdf
https://aec-music.eu/media/2021/11/WG-7-Roberto-Eline.pdf
https://aec-music.eu/media/2021/11/WG-7-Roberto-Eline.pdf


- SWING - Anna Maria Bordin

Visit SWING website

- HarMA+ - Alfonso Guerra

Visit HarMA+ webpage

- News in Map - Michelangelo Gaelati 

Recorded video: News in Map - Erasmus+ Project

Visit News in Map webpage

- RAPP Lab - Michelangelo Gaelati

Visit RAPP Lab website

- EOALAB - a manual on shared education - Charlotte Saelemakers

 Prerecorded Video: EOALAB

Visit EOALAB website

- METRIC - Modernizing European Higher Music Education through Improvisation - Jeroen Malaise

Visit METRIC website

- MusiQuE - Music Quality Enhancement - Jacques Moreau

Recorded Video: MusiQuE

Visit MusiQuE website

- IMZ Academy - Sophie Schneider

Visit IMZ Academy website

- ConductIT - Harald Eikaas

- The Looking Outward Project - An act of curiosity - Camilla Overgaard

- The Self-Curating Musician: artistic entrepreneurship as a practice - Joris Blanckaert

- Forging new Alliances: The Academies of Musicology and Musicianship in Amsterdam and Utrecht -

Michiel Schuijer

- Education in the Arts during COVID: Lessons Learned - Maria Iturriaga, Simone Pilon

- Recruiting schedule 2022/23 CoPeCo and InMICS international master programmes - Isabelle

Replumaz, Roser Graell

- Sibelius Summer Academy - Markus Utrio

Recorded Video: Sibelius Academy Trailer
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https://www.swing-project.eu/
https://aec-music.eu/project/harma-2020-2023-erasmus-strategic-partnership/
https://youtu.be/yw2DdjR4Ihk
https://aec-music.eu/project/news-in-map-2019-2022-erasmus-strategic-partnership/
https://www.rapplab.eu/
https://youtu.be/n3Sc2GyTDWg
https://eoalab.org/
http://metricimpro.eu/
https://youtu.be/N5H7I6B1OAU
http://www.musique-qe.eu/
https://www.imz.at/imz-academy/
https://youtu.be/BeVtyG90tns
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- Activities in the Mediterranean area, between Sicilian Federation and bridge with Nord-Africa -

Lorenzo Genitori

- The Municipal Conservatory of Pylaia- Chortiatis - Erato Alakiozidou 

Recorded Video: Presentation 2021 Municipal Conservatory of Pylaia- Hortiatis

- SPONSOR: ASIMUT software – scheduling, room booking and event management specifically for

performing arts academies - Dennis Jung Møller

Recorded Video: ASIMUT Brief Introduction

Visit ASIMUT website

Information Market (Q&A with the speakers in the

form of “market place”) (In presence)

Watch here the Information Forum
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After the Information Forum, participants had the opportunity to meet and ask questions to the speakers

at their stands of the Information Market.

https://youtu.be/I7aaYzoozSk
https://youtu.be/kCeti3KV3sA
https://asimut.com/
https://youtu.be/LiGV--a21Ck
https://youtu.be/LiGV--a21Ck
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On the last day, both the in-person and online participants had the opportunity to join discussion groups

on three specific topics proposed by the AEC Council. The discussion groups took place in-presence,

online and in a hybrid format. 

 

The group discussions on those selected hot topics want to bring AEC members coming from countries

where these issues might play different roles and might impact them in diverse ways to engage in a

dialogue. The AEC decision making bodies think that it is worthwhile to think out of the box. We would

like to stimulate and encourage our members through this format to challenge what we might take for

granted. And we therefore cordially invite you to come along with us on a journey across Europe and to

look at things from a different perspective as you might be used to.

AEC Annual Congress and
General Assembly 2021

Discussion groups on 3 topics – groups organised by

mixing AEC regional groups (In presence, hybrid and

online)

The pandemic caught us off guard. Overnight we had to change our communication, acquire new

knowledge and sometimes also new technical equipment. This affected us particularly hard in areas in

which online communication had previously played little or no role: in teaching, making music together

and in certain forms of social interaction. In the meantime, the pandemic seems to have passed its peak

and at most AEC member institutions, for the first time in a year and a half, teaching in-presence is

taking place. In this context, urgent issues to be discussed are: What have we learned from the crisis?

What came to stay? What do we want to keep? What is worth to be further developed? But also:

Which new achievements are useful and which are not? How has our life changed (professionally,

privately, socially)? What is the value of online-free zones as places to rest and stop-off? This group

work offers the opportunity to exchange experiences, not only in dealing with the situation, but also to

discuss strategies for sustainable and targeted further development of the issue. The groups are

moreover welcome to think about how to provide practical and argumentative support to those who

work under suboptimal conditions.

Hybrid Future - digitisation in post-COVID times

Hybrid Future - digitisation in post-COVID times

PreCollege - bridging the gap for high potential emerging music performers

Future AEC working groups and platforms
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Establishing and sustaining structures to enhance the promotion of emerging musical talents at pre-

college stage, was already at the core of AEC activities as part of the Polifonia project. Since, 15 years

have passed by, so it is high time to turn to the topic again, this time in partnership with YMTE ("Young

Music Talents Europe"), an association bringing together schools or study programs focusing on the

promotion of young talents and preparing them for higher education. In joint action, AEC and YMTE

want to find ways and initiate actions that contribute to improving the quality of European pre-college

education for outstanding musicians, also through advocating for appropriate political and structural

measures. The group work is expected to provide greater insight into the extremely diverse and

heterogeneously structured pre-college music education landscape all across Europe. We would be

happy if the needs and expectations of the HMEIs as future "customers" of the PreColleges will be

discussed in the further course of the group work, as well as the strengths and weaknesses of different

models and how these are facing the requirements of a changing musical labor market.

The AEC currently operates more than a dozen topic or task specific working groups (WGs). Some of

these WGs perform recurring tasks, such as preparing and running platform meetings. Others execute

clearly defined tasks as so-called Task Forces or are in terms of content linked to specific funding

projects and are therefore usually limited in time. The decision-making authority on the establishment of

new working groups or the dissolution of existing ones lies with the AEC Council that is also in charge of

monitoring and evaluating the WGs' activities. Every AEC member, however, is welcome to make

suggestions for setting up new working groups or for fundamentally reshaping the tasks and the area of

responsibility of an existing WG. Now, when the SMS project is coming to an end and the AEC Council

has recently been dealing with the issue of how to further developing the AEC working groups and

platforms, the representatives of the AEC member institutions are now to be given the floor. The group

work is based on a Council working paper (please find in Whova) on the subject.

PreCollege - bridging the gap for high potential emerging music performers 

Future AEC working groups and platforms

Watch the PreCollege hybrid session
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https://ymte.eu/
https://youtu.be/5HQpXjCAgK8
https://youtu.be/5HQpXjCAgK8
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 The minutes of the 2020 General Assembly were approved without any comments.

 Eirik Birkeland delivered the President's Report, briefly mentioning the Annual Report 2020 and

mainly focusing on the 2021 activities

 The revised AEC Statutes (already approved at the 2020 GA) were finally approved, as the quorum

of a third of all AEC active members was reached.

 The revised AEC Strategic Plan (2016-2023) was approved without any comments.

 Concerning the Action Plan 2022, the project application prepared by the AEC Office and ExCom

for a new Creative Europe Network 2022-2024 was presented (even though the decision of the

European Commission was not known yet) as well as the Communication Strategy for 2022.

 The Secretary General delivered its financial report:

There were no elections to AEC Council this year, as no applications had been received for the Council

seat held by Ingeborg Radok-Zadna, who has finished her term. 

This means that the AEC Council will consist of eleven members until the next elections. This situation is

fully in line with AEC Statutes (article 5.2. states that “Council shall consist of a minimum of six and a

maximum of twelve persons.” and article 5.3. states that “An incomplete Council or Executive

Committee shall remain competent, notwithstanding its obligations to have additional members

elected.”).

However, there will be 10 vacant seats in 2022 (3 on the Executive Committee and 7 on the Council,

including 4 seats of Council members finishing their first term and eligible to re-apply). All

representatives of AEC active members are therefore encouraged to start thinking now about these

vacancies and consider applying.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

             6.1 A short report on the 2020 accounts (for information)

          6.2 The proposed membership fees for 2022 were approved.

AEC Annual Congress and
General Assembly 2021

General Assembly (Hybrid)
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https://aec-music.eu/media/2021/08/AEC-General-Assembly-2021-Agenda_EN.pdf
https://aec-music.eu/publication/aec-annual-report-2020/
https://aec-music.eu/media/2021/08/3.-Revised-AEC-Statutes-EN.pdf
https://aec-music.eu/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/4.-AEC-Strategic-Plan-revision.pdf
https://aec-music.eu/media/2021/10/6.2-Proposed-Membership-Fees-for-2022-EN.pdf
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          6.3 The forecast outturn 2021 was approved.

          6.4 The proposed budget for 2022 was approved.

          6.5 Two external auditors for the 2021 accounts were appointed.

7. The Chair of the MusiQuE Board reported on the latest matters related to MusiQuE, the European

subject-specific quality assurance agency for music education and the AEC General Assembly endorsed

the list of candidates to be proposed to MusiQuE for the seat of MusiQuE Board member.

8. New members, withdrawals and expired memberships were confirmed.

9. Future congresses were announced.

The full minutes of the General Assembly will be prepared and available to all members in the course of

2022.

The student wrap-up meeting was led by members of the Student Working Group. It was a chance for
the in-person and the online student participants to connect and share their thoughts on the AEC
Congress. 

The session started with a few ice-breaker warm-up exercises led by Eline Accoe, which was followed
by the students sharing their reflections and experiences of the AEC Congress 2021. The meeting was
also an opportunity for students to share their experiences on being student representatives and to
discuss common issues that students are facing in their institutions. 

In the second half of the meeting, Mimi Harmer presented the newly created association European
Performing Arts Students’ Association: EPASA. EPASA is an independent, autonomous organisation
dedicated to empowering and championing the student voice in higher education and the performing
arts, as well as supporting emerging professional artists. After a short presentation, students were asked
what topics they found important for EPASA to address and what events they would like to see the
association organise in the future. 

Students wrap  up Meeting (Hybrid)

Watch the session

Watch the session

 View the presentation
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https://youtu.be/pAgbI8ER_FI
https://youtu.be/pAgbI8ER_FI
https://aec-music.eu/media/2021/10/6.3-and-6.4-Forecast-Outturn-2021-and-Budget-2022.pdf
https://aec-music.eu/media/2021/10/6.3-and-6.4-Forecast-Outturn-2021-and-Budget-2022.pdf
https://aec-music.eu/media/2021/10/7.-List-of-candidates-for-the-MusiQuE-Board-to-be-nominated-by-AEC-EN.pdf
https://www.epasa.eu/
https://www.epasa.eu/
https://youtu.be/pAgbI8ER_FI
https://youtu.be/W_8nDscO_UY
https://youtu.be/W_8nDscO_UY
https://aec-music.eu/media/2021/11/GA-slides-2021.pdf
https://aec-music.eu/media/2021/11/GA-slides-2021.pdf
https://aec-music.eu/media/2021/11/GA-slides-2021.pdf
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General Assembly 2021

Closing Session (Hybrid)

In his closing remarks, Eirik Birkeland (AEC President) highlighted the work of SMS Working Groups

and the impact of the project. He also reflected on the future of AEC regarding topics such as changes

of the leadership in the AEC Council and in the Executive Committee, the AEC Community, and the

artistic research and curriculum change in HMEIs.

Stefaan De Ruyck, Director of the Royal Conservatoire Antwerp, handed over the “AEC Congress

Trophy” to Mathieu Ferey, Director of the Conservatoire National Supérieur Musique et Danse de Lyon

(CNSMD), who invited all AEC members to join the AEC Congress 2022 on 10-12 November in Lyon,

France

Watch the session

Watch the presentation
video of CNSMD
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https://youtu.be/yBLjtbJpRj4
https://youtu.be/rPy7N6Gu0Rg
https://youtu.be/yBLjtbJpRj4
https://youtu.be/rPy7N6Gu0Rg
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Building Bridges: 
Artists as Makers in Society

SWING – a project to blend technology, innovative teaching methods and
enhanced collaboration, tailoring technical development upon students
and teachers needs and input – HYBRID workshop

EOALAB – make, collaborate, share! Perspectives on shared education
using results of European Opera Academy’s EOALAB

SMS WG2 – Artistic Plurality and Inclusive Institutional Culture

November 3
16:00 - 21:00
Pre-Congress Workshop – MusiQuE
Room 58
Workshop and training for Peer-Reviewers organized by MusiQuE – Music
Quality Enhancement (the Foundation for Quality Enhancement and
Accreditation in Higher Music Education) 

17:00 - 18:00
Welcome to Online Newcomers (staff and students, two
parallel sessions)

18:00 - 19:30
Chameleons: an artistic documentary about teaching and
learning instrumental and vocal music
Online - Spatial Chat
Presented by Silke Kruse-Weber, University of Performing Arts Graz, followed
by Q&A with the audience

November 4
09:00 - 13:00
Continuation of the Pre-Congress Workshop – MusiQuE

09:30 - 13:30
Pre-congress workshops

HARMA + – European landscape of teaching practices and pedagogical
innovation in HMEI’s – music theory fields 

Pre-congress Programme

Room 162 

Room 163

Room 57

Room 435 - 11:30 - 13:30

Online

13:30 - 14:30
Networking lunch for Pre-Congress Seminars Participants
Conservatoire Canteen

Room 58
Workshop and training for Peer-Reviewers organized by MusiQuE – Music
Quality Enhancement (the Foundation for Quality Enhancement and
Accreditation in Higher Music Education) 
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https://www.aec-music.eu/
http://www.musique-qe.eu/review-team/training-for-peer-reviewers/peer-reviewers-training-workshop-2021
http://www.musique-qe.eu/review-team/training-for-peer-reviewers/peer-reviewers-training-workshop-2021


AEC ANNUAL CONGRESS 
AND GENERAL ASSEMBLY 2021

Building Bridges: 
Artists as Makers in SocietyCongress Programme

November 4

Registration starts – Welcome coffee
13:45

Optional Guided Tour
14:30 - 15:15

Welcome to Newcomers
15:15 - 16:15

Room 58
With members of the AEC Council and the AEC Office Team

Welcome to Students
15:15 - 16:15

Room 161
For student delegates, with the AEC Student working group and members
of the Congress Committee

Opening Event
16:30 - 17:15

Blauwe Zaal
Music performance, Stefaan De Ruyck, Director of the Royal
Conservatoire Antwerp (RCA), Cathy Berckx, Governor of the province
of Antwerp and president of the Foundation of the Conservatoire, Dan
Dressen, President of NASM, United States, Miranda Harmer AEC
student working group co-chair, Eirik Birkeland, President of the AEC

Plenary I - “Building Bridges”
17:15 - 17:50

Blauwe Zaal
Keynote speech by Mokhallad Rassem, guest teacher at drama
programme in RCA, Iraq (speech in Flemish with English subtitles)

Opening Brainstorming on topics proposed 
by participants

17:55 - 19:00

Blauwe Zaal
Introduction by Stefan Gies, AEC Chief Executive 

19:15 - 20:00
Artistic performances

Welcome dinner
Welcome dinner at the Provincial Government Building

20:15

November 5
09:00 - 10:00
Planery Session II 
Blauwe Zaal
Musicians as ‘makers in society’: A conceptual foundation for
contemporary professional higher music education by Helena
Gaunt, Chair of the SMS Working Group on the role of HMEIs in
society and Principal at the Royal Welsh College of Music & Drama

Respondents: Heinz Geuen, Director of the Hochschule für Musik
und Tanz Köln, Germany, Petra Ruth Alexandry, student at Royal
Conservatoire The Hague, Ana Mateo, President of the Spanish
Association of Symphony Orchestras and the manager of the
Orquesta Sinfónica del Principado de Asturias. 

Session moderated by Henrik Sveidahl, Danish rhythmic Music
Conservatoire

10:15 - 11:30
Parallel Session I

Blauwe Zaal
1 – Bridging to society: Societal responsibility in the curriculum as
a task of a Higher Education Institutions, with Pascal Gielen,
Antwerp Research Institute for the Arts, Antwerp University, Lies
Colman, Royal Conservatoire Antwerp, and representatives of SMS
WG1 on Music in Society, SMS WG7 Students (Eline Accoe) and SMS
WG8 on Early Childhood Education (Michael Dartsch)

10:15 - 11:00 - Witte Zaal
2a – Bridging diversity: How to recruit and include diverse artists
in your student/teacher population? How to facilitate? Which are
the needs? with SMS WG2 on Diversity and Inclusion (leader – Joshua
Dickson and Stefan Heckel) and SMS WG7 Students (Mimi Harmer and
Baptiste Grandgirard), and with Wouter Hillaert, Royal Conservatoire
Antwerp 

11:00 - 11:30 - Witte Zaal 
2b – A Green Conservatoire, by Stefaan de Ruyck, RCA Antwerp

10:15 - 11:00 - Gele Zaal
3a – Bridging to the professional field: Making positive choices in
multi-focused career development: a portfolio career, with SMS
WG3 on Entrepreneurship (leader) and SMS WG8 on Early Childhood
Education (Natassa Economidou) and SMS WG7 Students (Roberto
Boschelli and Camilla Overgaard) 

11:00 - 11:30 - Gele Zaal 
3b -  Transforming Performance Pedagogies: interactions
between new technology and traditional methods, Diana Salazar
and Christina Guillaumier, Royal College of Music, London 

Zwarte Zaal
4 – Advocacy on European level – Acces to Culture & more, with
representatives of AEC partner organisations active in the field of
European cultural politics: Stefan Gies, AEC CEO, Gabriele Rosana,
Culture Action Europe, and with the online participation of Isolde
Malmberg and Marina Gall, EAS, Maria Hansen, ELIA, and Katharina
Weinert, EMC/IMC 

10:15 - 11:00 Only online   
5 – FAST45: Imagining Conservatoires of the Future, with Lena
Gieseke, Film University Babelsberg KONRAD WOLF 

11:30 - 12:00
Informal Networking

12:00- 13:15
Parallel Session II

Blauwe Zaal
1 – Bridging all stakeholders in the institution: Towards an
understanding of power relations in the context of Higher Music
Education Institution. The Royal Conservatoire Antwerp’s Ethical
Code and findings of the first PRIhME Stakeholder Assembly with
PRIhME Project (leader Deborah Kelleher, Gretchen Amussen), SMS
Diversity, Identity, Inclusiveness Working Group (David-Emil
Wickström, Mojca Piskor, part of PRIhME), SMS Student Working
Group (Baptiste Grandigrard) and Royal Conservatory Antwerp
(Stefaan De Ruyck)

Meeting point: registration desk

Blauwe Foyer

Minor characteres - Zwarte Zaal
Another Sacre - Gele Zaal
Cirkel - Witte Zaal

1.
2.
3.

https://www.aec-music.eu/
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpsyg.2021.713648/full
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpsyg.2021.713648/full
https://aec-music.eu/project/aec-sms-2017-2021-creative-europe-network/strand-1-music-in-society/
https://aec-music.eu/project/aec-sms-2017-2021-creative-europe-network/strand-2-diversity-identity-inclusiveness/
https://aec-music.eu/project/aec-sms-2017-2021-creative-europe-network/strand-3-entrepreneurship-entrepreneurial-mind-set-for-musicians/
https://cultureactioneurope.org/
https://eas-music.org/
https://elia-artschools.org/
https://www.emc-imc.org/
https://aec-music.eu/project/prihme-2020-2023-erasmus-strategic-partnership/


12:00 - 12:45 - Witte Zaal
2a – Bridging the student-teacher gap, part 1: Student Feedback and
Evaluation, with SMS WG5 on Learning and Teaching (leader – Jon Helge
Saetre and Susanne van Els) and SMS WG7 Students (Siri Storheim and
Camilla Overgaard) and Jan Staes, Royal Conservatoire Antwerp 

12:45 - 13:15 - Witte Zaal 
2b – Technology in Music Education in the 21st Century: SMS Project
Findings and Thoughts, with SMS WG6 on Digitisation (Sandrine
Desmurs and André Stärk)

Gele Zaal 
3 – Bridging institutions: how to set up simple joint subjects and
modules between HEIs (on teacher level) – examples from METRIC,
European Opera Academy, News in Map and CNSMD Lyon
coordinated by SMS WG4 on Internationalisation (leader – Christofer
Fredriksson), Isabelle Replumaz, Yiannis Mirallis, Carla Conti, Martin
Prchal, Charlotte Saelemakers representatives from the projects

Zwarte Zaal
4 – Bridging live & digital: possibilities in Mozilla Hubs linked to
research programme at the Royal Conservatoire Antwerp, with Ine
Vanoeveren, Royal Conservatoire Antwerp (leader) and SMS WG6 on
Digitisation (Matti Ruippo and Miranda Harmer)

12:00 - 12:45 - Only Online
5 – New findings on aerosol transmission when making music, movie
projection and Q&A

13:15 - 14:45
Networking Lunch

14:45 - 16:00
Parallel Session III
Blauwe Zaal 
1 – Bridging research and artistic practice in a regular Bachelor and
Master programme. Presentation and discussion of examples from
various HMEIs, in which the introduction to AR approaches and methods
is a systematically embedded and mandatory component of a music
performance curriculum, with members of the SMS WG5 on Learning
and Teaching (Stefan Gies, Anna Maria Bordin and Lars Brinck), the AEC
EPARM WG (Leader, Stephen Broad and Kevin Voets), Lies Colman, Royal
Conservatoire Antwerp and Martin Prchal, Royal Conservatoire The
Hague 

14:45 - 15:30 - Witte Zaal
2a – Bridging the student-teacher gap, part 2: Exploring
transferrable skills and their role in the development of an artist,
with SMS WG3 on Entrepreneurship (leader, Vourneen Ryan and Camilla
Overgaard) and WG5 on Learning and Teaching (Siri Storheim)

15:30 - 16:00 - Witte Zaal
2b -  Workshop - playing & learning by SMS WG5 – Learning &
Teaching, Siri Storheim & Susanne van Els 

Only Online
3 – Bridging with the audience: Utilising digital innovations, with SMS
WG7 Students (leader – Mimi Harmer) with Leah Kurta, i2 Media
Research Ltd, Annastina Haapasaari, Finnish National Opera and Ballet,
Esther Viñuela Lozano, Reina Sofía School of Music, Tanya Vital – Actor,
Digital Content Creator, and Writer

Gele Zaal
4 – Bridging programmes in a multidisciplinary Higher Education
Institution: development of interdisciplinary skills in the bachelor-
master program, with Jeroen Malaise & Steven Prengels (Royal
Conservatoire of Antwerp) Jeffrey Sharkey (Royal Conservatoire of
Scotland) Michael Eidenbenz (Zürcher Hochschule der Künste)

16:00 - 16:30
Informal Networking

16:30 - 18:00
Regional Meetings with Council Members

18:00 - 19:15
Beer tasting

09:00
Optional Guided Tour

09:45 - 11:30
Information Forum
Blauwe Zaal 
Music Introduction, plenary presentations by AEC Member
institutions and  Showcase of SMS outputs moderated by Deborah
Kelleher, AEC Vice President

11:30 - 12:00
Information Market / Networking with
Refreshments

12:00 - 13:00
Discussion groups on 3 topics – groups organised by
mixing AEC regional groups

Hybrid Future – digitisation in post-COVID times
PreCollege – bridging the gap for high potential emerging music
performers
Future AEC working groups and platforms 

Please see Whova for rooms
1.
2.

3.

13:00 - 14:30
Networking Lunch

14:30 - 16:30
AEC General Assembly

15:00 - 16:30
Students Wrap up Meeting

16:30 - 17:00 
Informal Networking

17:00 - 17:20
Closing Session

17:30 - 18:20 
Artistic Performances

20:00
Closing Dinner

November 6

Please see Whova for countries divisions and rooms

Conservatoire Canteen

Blauwe Zaal

Online and room 162

Blauwe Zaal

Crowne Plaza Hotel

Red Carpet in front of Blauwe Zaal / Blauwe Foyer
Q&A with the speakers in the form of “market place”Blauwe Foyer

Blauwe Foyer

Blauwe Foyer

Minor characteres - Zwarte Zaal
Another Sacre - Gele Zaal
Cirkel - Witte Zaal

1.
2.
3.

Blauwe Foyer

Meeting point: registration desk

https://aec-music.eu/project/aec-sms-2017-2021-creative-europe-network/strand-5-learning-teaching-platform/
https://aec-music.eu/project/aec-sms-2017-2021-creative-europe-network/strand-6-digitisation-teacher-education-in-the-digital-age/
https://aec-music.eu/project/aec-sms-2017-2021-creative-europe-network/strand-4-internationalisation-and-transnational-mobility/
https://aec-music.eu/about-aec/organisation/aec-working-groups/eparm-working-group
https://aec-music.eu/project/aec-sms-2017-2021-creative-europe-network/strand-7-involving-youth-students-input-in-shaping-their-education/
https://www.aec-music.eu/

